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However, Rickards argues that gold standard raises much more trust in the world 
currency. What I like about his idea is that “gold is money”. He points out that the nowadays, 
paper money is not real money. In theoretical fact, gold has been known as “safe heaven” asset, 
it has been seen as a thing like stock. The price of gold this high is not high enough for him. He 
argued that the price of gold is now pretty much undervalued. Once again after his first book 
about gold released few years ago, he insists that the paper money system as US dollar has issue 
risk. Economic crisis in the US appears clearer since 2008, Central Bank of the United Stated of 
the America solved the problem by applying a quantitative easing (QE: the state injects 
enormous amount of dollar into the monetary system) into the monetary market. Several times in 
the financial history the US used QEs, only make the world economy get weaker because the 
more money printed, the lower quality of the currency added. The paper money printed from 
QEs is gigantic, the trust in dollar decreases. Nobody admire its power anymore, whereas gold 
increases its value over centuries. Gold is much more secure than treasury bond and stock 
because gold has intrinsic value. Gold itself does not need anyone guarantee it, but stock and 
bond or even bitcoin. Therefore, the stable of gold in financial history remains high. Some saying 
the amount of gold in the world is not enough for gold standard might  

The following series of scary parts are such as the introduction of bitcoin, SDR, the new 
world order and collapse of stock and fiat markets. These inventions have been seen as threats 
because of a lack of instrinsic value. These new concept of money collect its value from thin air 
no longer be reliable anymore since several economic crises continue occur. Recently, even 
though hamburger crisis and Europe debt crisis created disaster in global. Even though the 
returning of the gold standard will not coming back, it is fair enough the gold still be the one in 
everyone mind as the first priority asset. This book I must say it is a brief scenario of economic 
safehouse. 

The book also mentions about managing portfolio selection. Even though Rickard’s book 
weights the ideal of gold as the first priority asset in the portfolio. One thing I concern is that his 
paper does show a bit bias.  This is why the debate became very sensible for me when other 
readers said that his books are talking about a lot of credible resource such as federal reserve 
statistic, NASDAQ and others metal documents.  

The book content could be applied to all case in Thai gold trading market. Even though 
the major issue of US gold trade is quite different from Chinese-Thai gold market, something 
similar appears through the gold supply chain. The Thai gold market imports gold bar from many 
countries such as Switzerland, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc. Our gold trading market comparing 
to the US gold market has much more involving Chinese culture and Indian culture. The new 
case for gold is not new in Thailand because we do not pay attention to the gold standard much. 
Thailand gold market instead related to the international market place in the indirect way. We 
used to use currency basket which means that Thai people took secondary asset like US dollar 
and other currencies instead because we trust that these currencies which have gold standard to 
be valued is reliable.  
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On one hand, Thai people views gold as a precious metal and gift, it is very common in 
Asian countries that we see gold as a tangible collection of money. On the other hand, gold has 
been seen from European as an asset that increase the financial status. European changed their 
mind about gold thousand year ago, they had not seen gold as money that could easily transfers 
its form anymore. The European as US people values gold lower from the past after the gold 
standard was enacted.  

Unlike Thailand and nations such as mainland China, India and Hong Kong. They 
purchase gold for the same reason. Gold explains the root of our cultures. Gold is still bought in 
many kinds of ceremony for instance marriage, baby shower, new year and even medicine. We 
use gold in daily life as it is our part of society. The most obvious picture of the gold trade in 
Thailand is that when Thai people short in financial liquidity they do not even have little money 
to buy new cloth and foods for their kid, gold becomes a true hero. We much say it is easy, 
common, best way, good alternative for them. Yes I am going to say that gold is be able to 
transform to actual bank note in Thai baht doing in lots of pawnshops that located in almost 
every corner of street in Thailand. This is a biggest success of gold in term of rising financial aid 
for poor people in Thailand.  

This book is an awesome case learning of European gold trading tradition which sum up 
in the way the author argues that gold is money, not just an asset. He is very confidently saying 
the global benchmark has been devaluing gold. It is a consequence of a lack of transparency in 
gold market in USA. I compare the global gold market and Thailand gold market in the way it 
has been used underpinning a contradiction of the root of eastern and western culture. Seemingly 
gold is more useful in Thailand than any countries I can say because nowadays gold is culture 
indicator, ancient tradition, money, asset trade in pawnshops system, investment and government 
gold stock. As can be seen that the author of this book points out a significant issue related to all 
gold market in all nations in the world. Therefore, “the new case for gold” is still be my number 
one choice I would like to recommend to you all. Thank you the ssru jounal very much for the 
support and inviting me to share my idea to the public. 
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